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OPTIONAL READING A
Topic 2: Reading is an active process: Clues which help L2 children to read
Developing Children’s Reading Strategies in English
 When we read we draw on different sources of information. We use different
clues or strategies to help us. Children need to develop these strategies for
English
 To read fluently, accurately and with understanding, we need to teach
children to use the following reading clues
 These will help them to become more independent
Clues we use to help us in reading
Letter- Sound Links
 Hear, and identify sounds in words
 Sound and name the letters of the alphabet e.g. the letter ‘p’ is named ‘pee’.
The sound is /p/ puh
 Link sounds to letters and letters to sounds
 Listen for and identify syllables in words
 Recognize that the same sounds may have different spellings and that the
same spelling may have different sounds e.g. the ‘ c’ in cat is pronounced
differently than the ‘ c’ in ceremony
Shape
 Recognize easily high frequency words (grammar words like e.g. in , and,
the , is) and other familiar words e.g. go, get, come
 Recognize common spelling patterns in words e.g. .kite, bite, site; cat, mat,
sat
 Recognize specific parts of words which carry grammatical information e.g.
word endings and beginnings e.g. past tense ‘ed’ ending: jumped , plural ‘ s’
cat vs cats ‘ apostrophe e.g. Lan’s doll ;
Grammar
 Understand how word order affects meaning
 Understand that words may have different grammatical functions in sentences
e.g. I like chicken vs What is the weather like?
 Understand the meaning conveyed by the structure in a sentence e.g. use of
verb tense: I am in Hanoi now vs I was in Paris yesterday
 Use knowledge of grammar when reading to work out what type of word will
fit into a certain position in a sentence and to check if your prediction is
correct
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Context (Meaning)
 Consider the meaning of the text as a whole
 Use their own background knowledge of the topic to help them predict
meaning
 Use pictures and illustrations to help work out the meaning
 Use words in the sentence to work out the meaning of the word the child
cannot read e.g. He likes apples, pears and _____ ( mango/ mangosteen,
melon)
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Optional Reading B
Topic 2: Reading is an active process: Clues which help L2 children to read
1

Differences between learning to read in an L1 and L2
Jayne Moon
In trying to identify differences, we need to be clear about whether children are
learning to read in two languages simultaneously or whether learning to read in the
L1 precedes learning to read in an L2.
Knowledge of literacy. If children can already read, then they will have developed
most of the basic concepts about literacy which can make reading so difficult for
some beginners e.g. print carries a meaning, reading is purposeful, we read from left
to right and top to bottom, written language is different from spoken language etc.
Though specific reading strategies may vary from language to language, the basic
process of taking meaning from written form seems to be the same.
Knowledge of the world but this world may be different from the world as
presented in L2 texts... L2 learners may lack schemata (mental structures) for many
events in the L2 target culture.
E.g. In a book called Rosie’s Walk about a hen, the fox plays an important role. It is
seen as a cunning animal and it likes to eat chickens. This would be important in
fully understanding the story and appreciating the fox’s frustration in not being able
to catch Rosie, the chicken
E.g. Understanding of the term hitchhike `In that case said Linda, I’ll hitchhike. `
(Peter Abbs Linda’s journey).
Metalinguistic Awareness / Awareness of Language
Children will have their first language to draw on. As they are operating with two
languages, they will be aware that more than one system is possible. They will be
aware of the arbitrary nature of language -that a thing can have different names
depending on the language e.g. In English, the word bag refers to something we use
to carry things in. In Nepali we use the word jhola .In other words children can
detach the thing itself from the word that is used to signify it. This understanding is
vital in learning to read where children have to understand that a word can be
expressed symbolically by some marks on a page.
Children who are learning a second language seem to enjoy playing with language
and making up terms which draw on both languages e.g. A ghonster (ghost
/monster), Happy Wu Year. Research carried out with monolinguals and bilinguals
(reported in Gregory 1996: 60) indicated that bilinguals were better able to detect
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Moon. J. 1999. Differences in Learning to Read in an L1 and L2. From ECML Regional Dissemination
Workshop Early language learning: from policy to practice. Iceland
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ambiguities and contradictions and were more flexible in separating out words and
their meanings than monolinguals
Knowledge of language
Lexical clues (word)
Children learning a second language will make strong use of lexical clues in learning
to use a new language e.g. we can make ourselves understood by using key content
words me
hungry; Toby go shop. They will also have developed the ability to remember a large
number of words.
However, they also face problems e.g. they will have a small spoken vocabulary in
L2 to draw on compared to their vocabulary in L1 (5000 words) and will not have
control over basic syntactic patterns. This means that at early stages there is little
redundancy; every word has to be attended to. For example, for an L1 child, the
second part of the phrases below may be redundant as they will be able to predict
the second part because of their knowledge of words which go together
e.g. fish and (chips)
Tom and (Jerry)
Once (upon a time)
L2 children would have to attend to each word. They will also have limited
knowledge of word meanings, particularly words which may have many related
meanings. They may know the word hands in Shake hands but not be familiar with
the hands of the clock are at one o’clock
Reading Strategies/ Clues
Letter- Sound Clues (Grapho Phonic Knowledge)
Children who have learned to read with an alphabetic system where there is a
regular correspondence between letters and sound (phoneme) may make extensive
use of phonic clues e.g. Bahasa Malaysia, Hindi, Bangla, and Spanish. However this
may cause problems when trying to read in English because firstly the sounds
represented by the letters may be different from the L1 e.g. /r /in Spanish is a rolled r;
secondly sound letter/ correspondence is not regular in English, particularly for
vowels, and so it may prove unreliable if used as the only strategy. However even if
there are difficulties to be overcome, the important point is that the underlying
principle of sound /letter association will be available to children in the L2
Visual Clues
Children who are learning to read in a logographic system e.g. Chinese where there
is a symbol/meaning rather than a symbol /sound association may have well
developed skills in paying attention to visual clues but have little awareness of
phonic clues.
Syntactic Clues (Grammar)
Children learning to read in their L1 will be able to draw on their knowledge of syntax
to help them work out the meaning of unfamiliar words.
e.g. Jill r... down the hill.
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He went t.. get t....fish. The man gave him two large fish. He dropped one on the
way home.
Whereas for L1 children some of the grammar words may become redundant to the
meaning and can be taken for granted e.g. the, a, for L2 children, these may be
unfamiliar and need to be attended to. Cohesion and reference words like one, he, it
may prove very difficult initially and take up a lot of cognitive attention for L2 children.
Semantic Clues (Meaning)
Providing the context of reading is meaningful, children learning to read in their L1
can draw strongly on semantic clues to work out the meaning of unfamiliar words.
When a child reads
home instead of house, we know he/she is drawing on his understanding of the
meaning of the story and may not even realize that he/she has not read what is on
the page. Children learning to read in an L2 have a more limited vocabulary and
knowledge of syntax, and so find it more difficult to draw on semantic clues because
there may be so many words they do not recognize in the text. If the text is based on
ideas or events e.g. Halloween , going to the seaside , etc which are outside the
cultural/cognitive experience of the child, this will also create problems and children
will not be able to draw on their natural sense making abilities. However if the text is
based on culturally familiar topics and experiences and children’s background
knowledge is activated first, then they can make greater use of semantic clues in
reading L2 material.
Knowledge of Genre (Text Type)
Children may already have experience of stories and nursery rhymes in learning to
read in their L1. This will provide them with schematic knowledge to draw on when
reading in English. Teachers need to find out which genres children are already
familiar with so as to build on them. However we cannot assume that the structure of
genres is identical in each language and a sensitive teacher needs to be aware of
ways in which they may differ so as to draw attention to differences.
Reflection
 What are the implications for teaching /learning?
 How can we draw on the knowledge and skills children already have in L1 when
we help them to become literate in English as a foreign/second language?
Gregory, E. 1996 Making Sense of a new World. Learning to Read in a Second
Language. London: Paul Chapman.
Read Ch 3
Gregory, E. 2008 Learning to Read in a new Language. London: Sage
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Topic 3
Peer Tutor Task
1. Read the passage below about the 3 models of reading and try and understand
them
2. Make your own notes about the key points
3. Identify the key ideas and plan how you will share these with your peers in a way
that will help them to understand easily
4. Don’t read out from this paper. Work from your own notes. You will have 15 mins
to share your points with your peers
Models of Reading
2

‘Learning to read involves learning to make meaning from printed symbols’.
Different models of reading make different assumptions about how we read. These
influence how reading is taught. There has been a great deal of debate in Western
countries about which model best explains the reading process. There are 3 main
models
Bottom Up Models
These models are based on the idea that text is organized hierarchically and that
learning to read involves starting right down at the lowest level. So first children have
to learn the letters and the sounds which they represent. Then they have to
understand how these letters are blended together to make words which can be said.
This is often called decoding – turning written letters or symbols into sounds and
vice versa. Children then learn how to recognize and read these words in sentences.
At later stages, children learn how to read paragraphs and larger texts. In the early
stages, these models do not give much attention to the background knowledge a
reader brings or to context and meaning. They emphasise lower level skills E.g.letter
recognition, letter-sound relationships, recognizing typical letter clusters and blends,
word recognition, recognition of different spelling patterns. They argue that children
need to concentrate on these first and be able to develop automatic recognition of
letters and words which is associated with later fluent reading. Heavily phonicbased approaches are influenced by a bottom up view of reading.
These skills clearly are very important at early stages but they only focus on one
aspect of reading. Bottom up models cannot explain how a more fluent reader can
read and understand a sentence like this e.g. 3iF you aer a flet reodur you wll hve on
pRblme reOdng ths sNtnce’ (Wray, D & Medwell, J 1991 Pg 97)

2
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Wray, D & Medwell, J 1991 Literacy and language in the Primary Years. Routledge Page 97
Way and Medwell Page 98
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Text(Meaning)

Paragraph

Sentence

Combining Letters to make
words

Letter- Sounds

Letters

Fig 1: Bottom Up Model
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Top Down Models
These models assume that reading starts in the mind of the reader and that the
readers’ higher level mental processes come first and control the bottom level visual
processes. Reading is seen as a ‘psycholinguistic guessing game’ in which the
reader makes hypotheses about what is in the text based on previous knowledge of
such text types and the topic. The reader then samples the text to confirm or reject
these hypotheses. The reader does not need to look at every letter and word in
order to get meaning. This model emphasises what the reader brings to the text and
reading is seen as an interaction between what the reader brings to the text and the
meaning that is in the text. It is only if the reader’s predictions are not confirmed that
he/she might look more carefully at the words themselves.
The model implies that a child or beginner learns to read by reading. Teaching
approaches influenced by this model emphasise meaning, the use of context and
prediction, reader’s background knowledge. 4Teaching methods influenced by this
model highlight a child’s
purpose and focus on reading as a meaningful experience from the beginning with
the use of high interest story books. The idea is that children can pick up the lower
level skills e.g. alphabet knowledge incidentally by being exposed to repeated
readings of the book E.g. Whole Language Approaches, Shared Reading, Storybased approaches. Some top down approaches do pay some attention to bottom up
skills but in context.
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Past Experience, Knowledge of world, and
knowledge of language

Text

Meaning

Words

Sound/ Letters (only if
needed)
Fig 2: Top Down Model

Interactive Models
The problem with both the top down and bottom up models is that they only focus on
one aspect of reading. Interactive models suggest both top down and bottom up
skills are needed in fluent reading. They suggest that readers make use of many
clues simultaneously or successively, from the print or written symbols and their
sounds, from grammar and from meaning. Readers start from recognition of printed
words but at the same time will have a purpose for reading, some expectations
about the text they are going to read, based on their previous experience of reading
such texts and their knowledge of the topic. They make use of their linguistic
knowledge and their knowledge of the world.
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Interactive Model
Lower level skills e.g.
Letter-sound
correspondence ,
automatic letter
word recognition
Reader

Text

Higher level skills e.g.
Predicting, using context,
Inferring, understanding
gist
Construct meaning

Adapted from Wray, D & Medwell, J 1991 Language & Literacy in
the Primary Years. Routledge Page 100
PRIMARY INNOVATIONS

Fig 3:

5

Interactive Model

Current Views on teaching early reading
In terms of beginning readers, recent research on literacy lends support to an
interactive model and suggests that L1 children need a balanced approach to
literacy which includes:





letter-symbol recognition;
letter-sound rules (phonemic awareness and phonological knowledge);
whole-word recognition; and
the ability to derive meaning from written text (comprehension skills).

6

This also applies to young second languages learners though children who can
already read in their L1 will have an advantage as they already understand what
reading and writing means and have some knowledge and strategies which they can
make use of.

5

Adapted from Wray, D & Medwell, J. 1991 Literacy and language in the Primary Years. Routledge
P100
6
August, D & Shanahan, T. 2006 Developing Literacy in Second-Language Learners:
Report of the National Literacy Panel on Language-Minority Children and Youth. Lawrence Erlbaum
Associates
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Good oral skills are closely linked to comprehension skills in reading. So it is very
important to build children’s speaking skills.
Learning to read and write in English is challenging for young L2 learners as they
have limited vocabulary and knowledge of grammar to draw on and they may not
understand why they need to read and write in English. So it is important that
reading instruction is set within a context where the focus is on reading for
understanding and reading is associated with interest and pleasure. Practice of
bottom up skills needs to run alongside this focus on understanding so that one
supports the other.
References
The reading is based on ideas from the following:
August, D & Shanahan, T. 2006 Developing Literacy in Second-Language Learners:
Report of the National Literacy Panel on Language-Minority Children and Youth.
Lawrence Erlbaum Associates
Cameron, L. 2001 Teaching Languages to Young Learners. OUP
Dechant, E 1991 Understanding and Teaching Reading: An Interactive Model.
Hillsdale NJ. Lawrence Erlbaum
Gregory, E. 2008 Learning to Read in a new Language. London: Sage
Smith, J & Elley, W. 1998 How children Learn to Read. Liverpool: Paul Chapman:
Wray, D & Medwell, J. 1991 Literacy and language in the Primary Years. Routledge
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CREATIVE CONSTRUCTION AND SECOND-LANGUAGE LEARNING
CREATING
How are new red boots like old blue tennis shoes? What do Miguel and Maria’s sentences
have in common? The sentences Miguel and Maria created after the language lesson were
unlike any of the sentences they had heard or spoken in the game; the sentences are
creative language constructions. They used words they had learned previously, combined
them with the chunks of language introduced by the teacher (These are old. These are new.),
to create two novel utterances that are inherently meaningful. This process of formulating
original utterances from previously learned words and chunks of language is referred to as
Creating with language.
Creating is an integrative process of language learning by which children build new sentence
structures based on grammatical patterns that they come to internalize. The perceptual
understanding of words and the conceptual understanding of chunks of language form the
base that results in the creation of a novel sentence structure.
Miguel and Maria began learning the second language of English without any understanding
of its underlying structure. They learned phrases or chunks of language as well as individual
words, and used them holistically in social interactions withou knowledge of the internal
structure of the speech segments. As Miguel and Maria began to acquire a repertory of such
expressions, they began to look for recurring parts in the formulas, or chunks of language
they knew. This was the beginning of their syntactic development in English. Their adventure
into the language began leading them to discover that constituents of the chunks of language
they had learned were inter changeable and combinable; therefore, “These are new,” “These
are boots,” and “These are red” could become “These are new red boots.” By determining the
parts of the chunks of language that could be varied, the children could begin Creating with
language. The children, after freeing elements from the original chunk, had an abstract
structure consisting of a pattern or rule by which the creation of their novel utterances
became possible.
Fillmore (1976) studied five young Spanish speakers learning English as a second language
and found that they began to learn the language by memorizing chunks of language as
unanalyzed wholes. Later, these chunks were broken down by the children to construct many
new sentences. The chunk of language, “How do you do this?” eventually began to be used
by the children in constructed sentences such as, “How do you do this puzzle?” or “How do
you do this dance?”, and then, “How do you make these little tortillas?” or “How do you make
a flower?” Finally, “how” was freed and the children constructed the sentences: “How do you
make it?” and “How will you take off the paste?”
Thus, “how” came to be analyzed progressively until only the question word remained. The
children then were able to construct a large variety of questions that could be used in a
variety of situations. The children in Fillmore’s study came to know more and more about the
English language by using its structures, first holistically, and then by breaking down the
structures and analyzing them into their component parts ( 516)
( from Ventriglia, Linda 1982. Conversations of Miguel and Maria. Philippines Addison
Wesley Publishing Company Page 22-23 )
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OPTIONAL READINGS FOR TOTS
( Extract reproduced from Randall, M & Thornton, and B 2001 Advising & Supporting Teachers.
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press Page 72-7-4
4.8 The practice cycle and the three stage model of helping
PRACTICE
CYCLE

Pre-observation
Meeting

HELPING
CYCLE

ADVISOR
FUNCTIONS

Stage 1: Exploration

Attending and Listening
to what the teacher
intends to do

The lesson

Observes
Empathetically relating
observed teaching to
what teacher has set
out to do

Feedback
session

Listens actively to
teacher’s account of
the lesson and the way
it went.
Stage 2 New
understanding

Stage 3: Action

Guides teacher to new
ways of seeing the
lesson
Helps to draw up an
agenda of points to be
worked on for next time

Figure 17 The Teaching Practice cycle viewed as a helping cycle
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4.8.1 Valuing the teacher’s perspective
The function of valuing the client’s beliefs and constructs is provided for in the practice cycle
by the fact that the advisor listens to the teacher before the lesson and decides with the
teacher the things which the advisor will look for in the lesson. Then, during the lesson, the
advisor observes ‘empathetically’, basing their observations on the issues identified by the
teacher in the pre-observation meeting.
This perspective offers a solution to the often voiced criticism mentioned above that teachers
are unable to provide significant insights into the lesson itself. It is often argued that it is too
time-consuming to start with the often superficial accounts of the lesson provided by the
teacher. This view, however, treats the feedback session as the only place in which the
teacher is ‘speaking’ and the advisor is ‘listening’. The analysis of the teaching cycle provided
above provides a perspective which shows that the pre-lesson discussion and the
observation are part of the listening process; they are both part of giving value to the
teacher’s view of teaching. The traditional counselling session begins with exploring the
client’s view of the problem. In the teaching practice cycle, this process has already been
instigated before the beginning of the feedback session (the stage which is most overtly
analogous to a counselling session). By discussing with the teacher before the lesson and by
watching them teach the advisor will have gained a lot of understanding about the teacher
and their situation. Such a view of the practice cycle emphasises the need to observe with
empathy, the ‘looking with’ rather than the ‘looking at’ which we discussed in the last chapter
(also see Tasks 3.6 and 8.2 for observation notes made on lessons).
4.8.2 Non-judgmental feedback and trust
Secondly, we need to further unpack the term ‘non-judgmental’ as applied to the teaching
practice cycle. All observation, inasmuch as it involves interpretation, involves some level of
judgment. If we examine the practice cycle in terms of a helping cycle, the term nonjudgmental means that we value the teacher’s views and ideas; that we use them as the
starting point of the process of helping. We may well judge that certain things done by the
teacher are wrong, misguided, and we may tell them so. These actions may well be based on
what we judge to be inappropriate views of learning and teaching and perhaps even ‘deeper’
attitudes to students as people, such as racist beliefs, and we will seek to change these
beliefs and attitudes. However, we will attempt to provide such feedback in a non-punitive
manner; our comments on the lesson will be based on the behaviour and actions of the
teacher and should not be based on our view of the teacher as a person. To be able to
provide such feedback will not only need the consideration of the micro-skills of intervening
(which we shall address in the following chapters) but they will also need to be based on an
atmosphere of trust developed between the advisor and the teacher. A major component in
the establishment of such a trusting relationship is the agreement of the terms on which the
advisor will judge the lesson and the firm belief that the judgments made by the advisor are
non-punitive and are motivated by empathy with and concern for the teacher’s professional
development (see Task 4.5 for a game to explore the feelings engendered by feedback on
criteria which are not shared and Task 4.4 for an exploration of ways to create a positive
relationship with a teacher).
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Trust then becomes a generic prerequisite for the provision of effective help. It is central to
the idea that the process is collaborative. Without such trust, collaboration between the
advisor and the teacher cannot be undertaken. It is also of crucial importance in establishing
the basis upon which the advisor can offer advice without being seen as critical of the
teacher as a person. In Western democratic societies trust is generated by respect for the
individual as a person. Within such societies the ultimate actor is the individual and the high
point of the individual’s motivation is the pursuit of self-esteem and self-actualisation (Maslow
1970). It follows from this philosophical standpoint that trust will characterised by respect for
the individual and for the individual’s values and beliefs. It is, however, worth pointing out that
both from within our own culture and certainly from other cultural perspectives, trust can be
generated in different ways depending on the context and the individual (for a further
discussion of this issue, see Chapter 10). Thus, when teachers have been asked to evaluate
circumstances in which they have received effective advice (see Task 4.2), many have
identified experience and wisdom as factors which they found important. In these cases, trust
was based on the ability of the advisor to provide a good, workable solution. It was based on
an unequal relationship (that of ‘knower’ and ‘learner’), not on equality, but it was a
relationship in which the receiver of advice trusted the advisor’s ability to help.
As well as sensitivity to personal and cultural factors, the contexts in which the advice was
being offered were important. Many of the contexts in which experience was considered
important were concerned with seeking specific advice for a specific problem, a technical
agenda. The advice we are offering in teaching is often regarded as technical in nature and
thus trust is generated by respect for the experience of the advisor, rather than deriving
solely from the advisor’s attitude to the teacher. The factors which are seen as important vary
when the problems are less technical and more personal (for an exploration o this aspect,
see Task 4.3), and in these situations, the necessary prerequisites advice to be effective are
much more complex and problematic.
( permission applied for)
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Extract 1 : Shared Reading
What is it ?
Shared reading is a procedure in which the teacher and children read a story or other text
together. The emphasis is on the social aspect of sharing and working together, in which the
teacher models aspects of fluent reading and helps children to learn ‘ways of taking’ meaning
from texts. In an L2 situation, the teacher’s concern is to help children to develop L2 literacy
skills through the shared context of the story but, in addition, he/she will be concerned with
children’s overall language development in the target language.
It provides a context for developing:
 enjoyment of stories /reading
 text comprehension skills e.g. predicting, using clues to work out the meaning of unfamiliar
words ( letter-sound sound ( phonic), grammar and meaning (syntactic and semantic),
awareness of text structure
 grammatical awareness e.g. sentence structure
 lexis e.g. expand vocabulary
 word level skills e.g.word building/ spelling patterns / word recognition/
 phonic awareness e.g. sounds of letters/ rhyming words
 pronunciation/intonation
 speaking skills e.g. picking up chunks of language, interacting with T and pupils to
understand the story,
 listening e.g. becoming familiar with the sounds of the language/ intonation
patterns/learning to listen for key information or for key words
What is the value of the ‘shared reading’ procedure for teaching second language
children ?
 Reading takes place in a social situation where slower children can learn from and be
supported by their peers’ attempts to respond to the story e.g they can watch their more
confident peers make attempts/provide models which may then give them confidence to
have a try themselves.


Big Books used in Shared reading have a large print and large colourful illustrations which
attracts and capture children’s attention, important if they are to engage with the language
input.



The illustrations are closely linked to the text which provides support for L2 children’s
attempts to make sense of the story



The use of interesting stories in big book format motivates children to want to read in
English.



The teacher can draw attention to and illustrate particular aspects of the language through
pointing to particular words in the story e.g. new vocabulary items, spelling of words,
punctuation, repeated words, letters in words which she may be teaching
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Shared Reading enables the teacher to model strategies and skills quite naturally within
the context of reading the story, a pleasurable activity for children. This may make the
skills and strategies used more memorable to children.



The teacher can cater for a range of reading ability by providing different levels of
questions or activities which can stretch even the lower ability children. However as it is a
whole class procedure the responses will be worked out collaboratively and so no child
needs to feel threatened as they might do if working individually

Stage 1 of Shared Reading: Reading for Understanding and enjoyment (Text
Level work)
1.Get them ready for the story
 Get children seated in an appropriate way so as to get their attention e.g. on the floor or
on chairs seats in circle where they can all see and hear.
 Introduce them to a key concept/topic from the story so as to activate their relevant
background knowledge. This will help them to better understand the story.
 Create an interesting reason for reading the story in order to arouse interest and
involve them.
2. Introduce them to the Big Book and story
 Introduce them to the Big Book
 Draw attention to the book cover, the story title and illustrations and discuss and what
information these provide.
 Discuss the cover picture so as to introduce some of the key vocabulary/ideas for the
story and help children to relate the topic to their own experience.
3. Predict what will be in the story
 Get children to predict what might be in the story or what might happen to the main
characters by looking at the cover pictures and title.
Explanation
Active prediction is the sign of fluent reading, and so it is important to encourage and model
for children how to do this. However predictions are likely to be more targeted and less wild if
children are able to activate their experience of the type of situation in the story. The point of
prediction is not that there is a right or wrong answer, but that children are actively involved in
thinking about the meaning of the story. Being able to predict makes the process of the
reading the story less random, more under children’s control.
4. Read the story with the children
 Read the story aloud to children, pointing to the words as you read.
 Discuss the pictures with the children as you go along in order to build up their
understanding of the text.
 Get children to predict what will happen on the next page
 Encourage them to join in through doing actions and saying repeated phrases

Page 2 of 2
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Explanation
The teacher explicitly models what fluent reader’s do through her process of discussing the
pictures and linking them to the text. Through pointing , she is helping to draw attention to the
words which convey the meaning (and to the principle of directionality for young children).
Although a key purpose of this step is helping children to understand and enjoy the story, it is
also helping to externalize some of the processes involved in more fluent reading.
5. Discuss children’s reactions to the story
 Get children’s reactions to the story, probably in the L1 if they have limited language
but you can rephrase in English
 Discuss them e.g. Did you like the story ? What did you think about the cat, the duck
and the pig ?
Explanation
The purpose of this is to extend their thinking about the ideas in the story, to encourage their
imagination and to help them to relate ideas in the story to their own experience. Children are
still developing cognitively and work done in the English classroom can contribute to their
general educational development
6. Re-tell the story with children
 Retell the story with children, using the pictures and questions as prompts
 Encourage children to join in chorally at certain key or repeated phrases and to do
actions related to the story, where appropriate.
Explanation
This involves retelling the story together. Children are encouraged to retell the story with the
teacher’s help e.g. showing them a picture may remind them of a key phrase which the
teacher can extend or fill out. The purpose of this step is to give children an opportunity to
recall the key events in the story and to practise their oral skills in reproducing remembered
phrases or chunks from the story.
7. Re-read the story on another occasion
 The purpose of this step is to enable them to pick up key lexis or key phrases from the
story in an incidental and pleasurable way, to remember the key events in the story and
to give them practice in pronunciation/ intonation.
 Children may be able to recognize some of the repeated words or phrases in the story,
particularly if the teacher points to them while reading.
 With further re-readings of the story on other days, children will begin to recognize
chunks of the story.
Further Reading
Shared Reading
http://www.oe.k12.mi.us/balanced_literacy/shared_reading.htm
National Literacy Trust Shared Reading
http://www.literacytrust.org.uk/Pubs/shared.html
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Extract from S. Halliwell 1992 Teaching
English in the Primary Classroom. Longman
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British Council Colombia
Examination Services
Testing young learners
Tests for people of any age can seem a threat or, at the very least, an obstacle that needs to
be overcome.
Testing children is even more fraught with sensitivities. A poor experience early on could
influence ongoing attitudes to learning itself. But testing doesnt have to be the bump in the
flow of classroom life.
Background research and work on developing the Cambridge ESOL Young Learners English
(YLE) Tests has shown how tests can be a useful focus of classroom activity, help shape and
support the work done by teachers, and provide a genuinely positive experience that helps
smooth the way forward for learning.
If tests and other assessment procedures for younger learners are to be useful, then they
should, for example:


take account of childrens and young peoples cognitive and social development;



be consistent with good practice in primary and secondary school teaching;



support language use with clear contexts and accessible tasks;



reward children for what they do know, not penalise them for what they dont;



be relevant and look interesting (by making use of colour, graphics, technology);



report meaningful results in order to encourage further learning.

Children relate to the world quite differently from adults. The first language skills to develop
are normally in speaking and listening, and that is where the emphasis in testing children
should be. Topic areas should be chosen which are relevant to childrens lives  such as
school, food, sports and animals - and all language should be used in an everyday context,
matching the way in which young learners process language.
Any writing activity in testing is probably best limited to the word/phrase (enabling skills) level
since young children have generally not yet developed the imaginative and organisational
skills needed to produce extended writing. Older children and young teenagers will still
benefit from a focus on listening and speaking skills, but they will also need to develop their
literacy skills in the second language, so a focus on reading, and to a lesser degree writing,
will be important. But whether the focus is on spoken or written language, it is still the
emphasis on meaning in context rather than on language form which is preferable at any
age. This means designing assessment tasks which test the meaningful use of language in
clear, relevant, accessible contexts.
If a task- or project-based approach is already used for language learning in the classroom,
then this can be relatively easily reflected in approaches to assessment.

The United Kingdoms international organisation for educational opportunities and cultural relations. We are registered in England as a charity.
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The communicative task-based approach is especially valuable since young people are
motivated by and tend to perform best on tasks which directly reflect their own experiences of
teaching/learning. For younger children it could be a simple listening task matching pictures
to what they hear; or a simple oral task which involves choosing a present for a friends
birthday from a number of different possibilities. For young teenagers it might be a writing
task in which they write a short review of their favourite TV programme for a school
newsletter.
Tasks must also be appropriate to young learners level of cognitive development, as some
cognitive and linguistic strategies tend to be acquired later than others. For example, children
only demonstrate search and stop strategies around age 11; this means that scanning tasks
are probably best used with older children (they are not included in the Cambridge YLE tests
for 7-12-year-olds). In reading/listening comprehension, younger children sometimes have
difficulty understanding who is the agent in a passive construction; and even young
teenagers are not always confident at following reference chains through a text so this has
implications for text selection and the comprehension questions that are devised. Task
instructions also need to be easily understood and should not require extensive processing or
memory abilities.
If material is presented in a lively and attractive manner, consistent with the age and
background of the test-takers, then they are more likely to engage positively with a test and
to perform to their best. It also helps to use tasks which are active or game-like, e.g.
colouring activities. Computer-based tasks offer the appeal of games through various
facilities such as: click and drag, highlight, scroll, rearrange, art-pallette. Computers can also
make the teaching and assessment of writing skills much more fun because learners can
exploit word processing features, such as boxes, font size, pictures, etc, to enhance the
presentational quality of their work. They may also be more motivated if their work is put on
display.
If tasks are relatively brief and narrowly-focused then test formats can include frequent
changes of activity or task-type; this also has the advantage of giving learners multiple fresh
starts and avoids them becoming anxious or demotivated if a particular task doesnt seem to
be going well. Test anxiety can also be reduced if children know clearly what is expected of
them and can perceive a measure of fun in the activity. In the Cambridge YLE tests we
wanted to create a low-anxiety situation, free from risk of confusion or fear of failure. Even
the reporting of results can be designed as a positive experience to provide encouragement.
The Cambridge YLE tests were designed so that no-one should fail, and everyone receives
some credit for having taken part in the test.
Through continual improvement of testing for young learners, teachers are being given more
support for their classroom work, and children given more confidence and enjoyment . In this
way, testing can become the impetus rather than the brakes on learning.
Source: Cambridge ESOL ©2007
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Timetable for Friday June 18th
A. Workshop
Time

Activity

13.00 – 13.20pm

Registration

People

Introduction to Access English project,
13.20 – 13.30pm

workshop aims and ToTs

Louise Sorrell

13.30 – 14.10pm

Assessing Young Learners

Lee Jeong yeob

14.10 – 14.50pm

Feedback - Help or Hindrance

Han Sung ha

14.50 – 15.00pm

Break Time

15.00 – 15.40pm

Test Should Be Tested(1)

Beak Il Yeop

15.40 – 16.20pm

Test Should Be Tested(2)

Oh Hyun Ok

16.20 – 16.35pm

Feedback forms and Goodbyes

Louise Sorrell

B. Reflection & Feedback
Time

Activity

People

16.35 – 16:45pm

ToTs complete self reflection forms

Louise Sorrell

16.45 – 17:15pm

Oral Feedback with the ToTs

Louise Sorrell
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 Session 1

Assessing Young Learners

김제화율초등학교

Lee Jeong Yeop
educ76@hanmail.net
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Session1: Assessing Young Learners
Overall Objectives for the Session 1
By the end of the session 1, you will (to some extent):


Be able to explain the difference between terms related to assessment e.g.
‘evaluation’ , ‘assessment’ and ‘testing’;



Be aware of the impact of assessment on children;



Be able to identify the key characteristics of tests and the purposes for which
they are used

New Terms
Formative: assessment that is designed to provide immediate feedback to learners and
teachers about learning progress. It therefore directly benefits the learning and teaching
process e.g. teacher observes from a class activity that many children are making many
mistakes with verbs in the simple present 3rd person singular forms e.g. goes, eats,
jumps.
So she designs a special activity to help them to practise.
Summative: assessment that gives an overview or snapshot of a child’s learning at a
particular point in time. E.g. end of term test, end of year test, end of primary school
exam.

3
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Definitions of Key Terms
Evaluation, assessment, and testing
The terms evaluation, assessment, and testing are often confused and used interchangeably.
They do not, however, mean the same thing. Testing is just one part of assessment.
Assessment and evaluation are more general, more global processes.
Evaluation
Evaluation is the process of gathering information in order to determine the extent to which a
language programme meets its goals. Relevant information can be teachers’ and parents’
opinions, textbook quality, exam results, and children’s attitudes. Some of the tools of the
evaluation process are tests, questionnaires, textbook analysis, and observation.
Assessment
This is a general term which includes all methods used to gather information about children’s
knowledge, ability, understanding, attitudes, and motivation. Assessment can be carried out
through a number of instruments (for example, tests, self-assessment), and can be formal or
informal.
Testing
Testing is one of the procedures that can be used to assess a child’ performance. A test has
a certain objective, for example, to see to what extent a child understands a written text. The
test then checks whether the child has achieved this objective. Testing uses tasks or
exercises and assigns marks or grades based on quantifiable results.
(From Ionannou-Georgiou, S & Pavlou, P. 2003 Assessing young learners. Oxford: Oxford
University Press Page 4 Permission applied for)

Phase 3 Module 2 Topic 1 Handout - Page 2 of 2
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Assessment for Learning
•
•
•

Assessment for learning focuses on the gap between where a learner is in their
learning, and where they need to be – the desired goal.’
It is used to help learners to close the gap - to improve.
Can be achieved through sharing criteria and objectives with pupils, through effective
questioning and feedback. ’

The Big Ideas
Learners learn best when…


they understand clearly what they are trying to learn, and what is expected of them

 they are given feedback about the quality of their work and what they can do to make it
better


they are given advice about how to go about making improvements

 they are fully involved in deciding what needs to be done next, and who can give them
help if they need it

(quoted from http://www.ltscotland.org.uk/assess/for/intro.asp accessed April 12 2009)

Assessment of Learning
•
•
•

Assessment of Learning is the measurement of what learners can do at a particular
point in time e.g. end of year , end of term
It judges their performance against a set of criteria, standards or benchmarks
The information is used to compare learners, to decide whether learners should move
to the next class or level, or to provide evidence of ability for parents or other schools.

5
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 Session 2

Feedback
– Help or Hindrance

남원도통초등학교

Han Sung Ha
sungha71@hanmail.net
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Feedback – Help or Hindrance
 Activity 1: Brainstorm about feedback
Discuss the questions below in groups
1. Think about examples of giving feedback in class

2. What is feedback?

 Activity 2 : Observe a teacher using feedback
Watch the DVD extract twice and answer the questions.
DVD Extract: How meaning affects punctuation
Context: U.K Primary school
Grade: Year 2(7-8 year old)
Lesson: A teacher is listening to a student read aloud his story book so as to provide her
with evidence of his reading ability
1. First, note down what the teacher said.

2. Think about what the teacher did to provide feedback

3. Why did the teacher give such feedback to the student?

9
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 Activity 3: Categorize feedback
1. Group these examples into two types of feedback

Can you spot
your mistake ?

Fantastic- good girl.
Here’s a sticker

Don’t talk
rubbish !

Mina, you are using a
lot more descriptive
words which makes
the story more
interesting

2. There are two main types of 1feedback
Evaluative: making a judgement of the value of a child’s answer or piece of work or
behaviour. E.g. Very good, DInformative: describes for pupils their achievements or tells them what needs to be
improved or changed
3. Categorize feedback below into evaluative and informative feedback
 Very good, satisfactory, D-, 15/20
 Smiley stickers, sweets, stars
 Telling a child that their response is correct or not
 Saying why an answer is correct or not correct
 Giving unsmiley faces, losing marks or not getting marks

1

Adapted from Gipps, C, Callum, B & E Hargreaves 2000 What makes a Good Primary School
Teacher? London: Routledge

10
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 Telling children what they have achieved/ not achieved in relation to learning
objectives
 Expressing approval e.g. Fantastic- good girl, Here’s a sticker, Well done, I am
pleased with you
 Suggesting a way of improving
 Getting children to suggest how they can improve
 Expressing disapproval e.g. Don’t talk rubbish, Your spelling is really bad, frowning,
ignoring a child

 Activity 4 : Effective feedback for children
1. Do you think all types of feedback help learning?
2. What type of feedback do you think helps learners to improve and learn?
Informative feed back or evaluative feedback? Why?
3. Effective feedback:
•

Provides

of where children are now

•

Shows them where they need to be (

•

Helps them to

•

Encourages them to

•

Involves them in thinking about how they can

)

and move forwards
.

desired goal

self correct

evidence

close the gap

.

improve

 Sum up
‘There is no point in you praising a child, patronizing them and saying this is wonderful,
this is good, all the time, when really and truly they don’t know what’s good about
whatever it is (the work or response), they haven’t been given any pointers or tips of
how to improve’
(Quote from British primary teacher Gipps, Callum & Hargreaves 200 Page 97)

11
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Answer sheet for Activities
 Activity 1: Brainstorm about feedback
1. Think about examples of giving feedback in class.
• Facial expressions
• Praise
• Giving stickers
• Critical comments
• Marks
• Comments or written work
• Oral correction etc.
2. What is feedback?
•

Feedback is part of assessment;

•

It is based on evidence from assessment

•

It provides information to learners about their current level of skill or, knowledge,
behaviour or achievements;

Example
Teacher Observation: Child says ‘The farmer work in his field yesterday’ – Teacher
notices the child has left ‘ed’ off the end of the verb
Judgement: Teacher evaluates the response as inaccurate - incorrect verb form
Action (feedback): Teacher queries pupil’s answer T: work?
P: self corrects > T confirms answer

 Activity 3: Categorize feedback
3. Categorize feedback below into evaluative and informative feedback
Evaluative Feedback
Rewards and Punishments
•

Giving rewards

12
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E.g. smiley stickers, sweets, stars, marks, being clapped by the class, having a
chance to help teacher, etc
•

Giving punishments
E.g. giving unsmiley faces, losing marks or not getting marks, being made to stay
behind or do the work again etc

Expressing Approval or Disapproval
A. Positive e.g.
Verbal: Fantastic- good girl. Here’s a sticker.
Well done. I am pleased with you
Non verbal: smiling, thumbs up, patting a child on the back
B. Negative e.g.
Verbal: Don’t talk rubbish;
Your spelling is really bad
Non verbal: frowning, not smiling, ignoring a child
2

Informative Feedback

This may involve:
•
•
•
•
•

Telling a child that their response is correct or not
Saying why an answer is correct or not correct
Telling children what they have achieved or not achieved
Suggesting a way of improving
Getting children to suggest how they can improve

 Activity 4 : Effective feedback for children
1 . Do you think all types of feedback help learning?
• Feedback is vital for learning but not all types of feedback help learning.
• Praise and rewards can motivate but do not over use.
• Link praise or rewards to evidence of why the response is good.

2

Gipps, C , Callum, B & E Hargreaves 2000 What makes a Good Primary School Teacher ?:
Routledge Page 92

13
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2 . What type of feedback do you think helps learners to improve and learn?
Informative feed back or evaluative feedback? Why?
• Informative feedback helps learners to improve and learn
• When teachers use more informative feedback, they take on a supportive rather than
a directive role
• So this means greater involvement of pupils in their own learning. A good thing!
3 . Effective feedback:
•

Provides evidence of where children are now

•

Shows them where they need to be (desired goal)

•

Helps them to close the gap and move forwards

•

Encourages them to self correct.

•

Involves them in thinking about how they can improve

14
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 Session 3

Test Should Be Tested
(Part 1)

무주안성초등학교

Baek Il Yeob
aleaf75@hanmail.net
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Assessing Young Learners
Assessment for learning


Assessment for learning focuses on the gap between where a learner is in their
learning, and where they need to be – the desired goal



It is used to help learners to close the gap – to improve



Can be achieved through sharing criteria and objectives with pupils, through effective
questioning and feedback.

The big ideas
Learners learn best when…


they understand clearly what they are trying to learn, and what is expected of them



they are given feedback about the quality of their work and what they can do to make
it better



they are given advice about how to go about making improvements



thy are fully involved in deciding what needs to be done next, and who can give
them help if they need it

Assessment of learning


Assessment of Learning is the measurement of what learners can do at a particular
point in time e.g. end of year, end of term.



It judges their performance against a set of criteria, standards or bench marks



The information is used to compare learners, to decide whether learners should move
the next level, or to provide evidence of ability for parents or other schools.
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The difference between Assessment for Learning(AOL) and
Assessment of Learning(AOL)
Aims of activity
To enable you


To identify the difference between assessment for learning and assessment of
learning



To explain the difference to someone else and give an example of each.

What is the difference between the two assessment situations below? Think
particularly about the reason for the assessment in each example.

A. It is the end of the year. Your school requires you to test children in English to see
whether they have achieved the aims of the course book. You prepare a short oral
test and a small written test. Each pupil receives a report from the school which
includes a list of all their marks in all subjects.
Here is an example:
Subject

Grade

Comment

History

C

Satisfactory

Mathematics

D

Could try harder

English

D

Little progress this term

Science

B

Good work

(From Moon, J 2000 Children Learning English. Macmillan Page 151)
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The difference between Assessment for Learning(AOL) and
Assessment of Learning(AOL)
B. The example below comes from a classroom where seven year old George is
learning English as a second language. In a previous lesson, children had drawn
charts about their family members and the played guessing games using the charts.
The teacher then recorded some questions based on the chart so that George could
tape his answers and practise the particular sentence patterns a little more. When she
listens to the tape, she realizes that George is unaware of the error he is making.
Teacher

Listen to what you said (child has tape recorded his answers)

Gorge’s Voice

No she got none brothers

Gorge

None (sounded surprised)

Teacher

None (agreeing). Now we don’t say ‘She’s got no brothers’

Gorge

No No (Practicing for himself)

Teacher

O.K. now we can you try it this time.

Gorge

What?

Teacher

You say it. ‘No she’s got no brothers.’

George

No she’s got no brothers.

Teacher

O.K. try it again.

19
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(Excerpt from Language in the multi-ethnic primary school: ILEA)

Some Guidelines for Developing English language tests for
children.
Give opportunities for a child to demonstrate what he/she is capable of.
The test should give opportunities to children to show what they know and what they can do
with their English i. e. there underlying language ability. It should be sufficiently challenging
and not just a test of whether they can remember a passage or a sentence from the textbook.

Provide children with their clear meaningful reasons for doing the test tasks
Children may not understand what some test items require. They may find some test items
very abstract. To ensure that children perform to their best ability, they need to be given
meaningful reasons for doing the task so they can engage with it. e.g. Compare: Put these
sentences in order vs Someone has muddled up these sentences. See if you can put them
into the right order so they tell a story.

Provide clear contexts for the language skills or items they are being tested on
In real life, language is used in situations which provide a context to assist understanding. If
we provide lists of unconnected vocabulary items or sentences on the test, it makes it a lot
harder for children to make sense of the test task, as there is no context.

Help children to see what is required in doing the tasks
If we provide clear examples of how to do test item for test task, then children will understand
what is required and have a better chance of carrying out the task. Otherwise, they may not
be able to carry out the task-not because they did not know the language-but because they
did not understand what they had to do.

Ensure that children gain some benefit from taking the test
Testing should be carried out for the benefit of children’s learning no for the benefit of school
administrators. Children should get some benefit form doing a test- in terms of a sense of
enjoyment or challenge in carrying out the test items and in terms of the feedback they will

20
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receive from doing the test. It should help them to have a better sense of what progress they
have made and what they still need to learn.

Provide interesting and varied tasks similar to the kind of learning activity
children are already familiar with from their classrooms.
We know how important it is for children to have interesting and stimulating learning activities
in order to motivate them. There should be a close relationship between your teaching and
your testing so that the tasks and activities used in tests should be based on those children
are familiar with from the classroom- not special tasks developed for the test. Testing should
reflect teaching- not the other way around!

Provide a range of contexts, tasks and purposes for language use, which elicit a
varied range of language.
Children’s performance varies from task to task and from topic to topic. So if you only use on
task to test grammar or writing or reading, it maybe that the child will not perform well on that
one or be unsuccessful because he/she does not like the topic or is not familiar with some of
the vocabulary. A poor or nil result on one task in this case is not evidence of lack of ability
but lack of choice. If you provide several tasks, there is a greater chance that a child can
demonstrate his/her knowledge/skill on at least one of them. You are giving all children a
better chance to demonstrate their abilities.

Administer the test in conditions which help children to feel comfortable and
not threatened.
Many children are not very confident and are strongly influenced by the atmosphere around
them. If they feel threatened or frightened, they will not be able to do their best. You should
ensure that children feel as possible and make the test a challenging and rewarding not a
frightening experience.
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Developing Guidelines
Aims of activity


To raise your awareness of some important characteristics of tests for young
learners



To enable you to construct some guidelines to support effective child friendly test
design.

Look at the different examples below and then answer the questions. Make notes of your
answers

Part A
1. Are we clear about what we are actually testing?
Are the examples below testing the same thing? If, not, what are they testing?

Example A
Choose a, b, c or d
1. Deni _______ at the swimming pool every afternoon.
a. swimming
b. swim
c. swims
d. is swimming
2. My father reads a newspaper ______________
a. every morning
b. now
c. yesterday

22
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d. on Sunday
3. They ___________ TV together everyday.
a. watches
b. watching
c. watch
d. is watching

Example B: It’s Nando’s day
Choose the correct word for the blank space.
Likes, gets, goes, Every, at, pool cleans, school, has
Every morning, Nando _______ up at 5 o’clock. He __________ his teeth and takes a bath
at 5:30. He ________ his breakfast at 6. o’ clock . Then he goes to _________.
_____________ Sunday morning, he goes to the swimming pool. He swims ________ 6. 30.
He_______ swimming very much.

Example C: It’s Nando’s day
Fill in the blanks with suitable words.
Every morning, Nando _______ up at 5 o’clock. He __________ his teeth and takes a bath
at 5:30. He ________ his breakfast at 6. o’ clock . Then he goes to _________.
_____________ Sunday morning, he goes to the swimming pool. He swims ________ 6. 30.
He_______ swimming very much.
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Example D: It’s Your Day
Complete the information about yourself.
Everyday, I get up at ___________
I ________________________________________ at ___________
I _________________________________________ at ___________
Every morning, I ____________________________________
Every afternoon, I ____________________________________
Every evening, I ______________________________________
Sometimes, I _______________________________________

24
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Notes on comparing Test A and B
Notes on comparing Test A and B (Worksheet 1)
Similarities
Both tests


Focus on daily activities



Focus on the simple present and time phrases.



Involve the use of reading and writing skills



Provide a context for testing language and skills



Are graded e.g. move from receptive to productive skills, from passive to active
knowledge.



Provide support for meaning through pictures

Differences
 Test A is concerned mainly with word & sentences recognition & production of phrases
 Test B is concerned about children’s ability to use grammar in a context to communicate
meaning and their ability to read and write simple sentence/texts. Test B reflects a more
communicative view of language. Skills are more integrated.
 In test A, the context only relates to the first three questions and the rest of the items are
unrelated whereas in test B all the items are related to the same context e.g. Tito’s day
so providing children with support for understanding
 Purpose: children are given a purpose for reading and writing e.g. Find out about Tito’s
day. Write about your day to a pen friend.
 Grading: Test B: Grading is more extensive and graduated in Part 2 (the productive
skills) moving from supported writing to freer writing at the end so stretching the brightest
but providing tasks in which weaker learners can also be successful.
 Level of challenge: Test B provides more challenge to pupils cognitively and linguistically
e.g. children have to use various clues to work out if the statements are correct in part 1.
The focus is on meaning; in part 2, they have to both draw a suitable picture and choose
a suitable sentence to match the picture and finally write their own sentences. Will
provide a better overall picture of what a child knows and can do in English than Test A.
 Test B provides examples and a clear layout so children know what to do.
 Test B encourages a personal response from children in the last part of the test so
creating interest and a sense language can be used to communicate.
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 Use of drawing as a way of eliciting a response appeals to visual sense and may be
supportive for children who do not have very good language skills.

Appendix A
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Appendix B
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Sample Guidelines
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Guideline List
1. Dose it show child friendly layout?

1
Margins
Pictures
Pont sizes

2. Dose it provide clear rubric?
3. Is it proper to the students’ levels?
4. Dose it provide the context of the language using?
5. Dose I provide examples?
6. All the text items are related to the same context?
7. Dose it provide challenge to the students?
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Test Should Be Tested
(Part 2)

전주영어체험학습센터

Oh Hyun Ok
englishwiki@naver.com
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Handout 1
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 Activity 1: Raising awareness of child-friendly test
Aims
To enable you


To raise your awareness of some important characteristics of tests for young
learners.



To apply the checklist in analysing tests and raise your awareness of child
friendly test design

Look at the Test A and B. Look through the test and make notes of your answers.

1. What grade is it aimed at?

2. What is the purpose of the tests?

3. What language and skills is it testing?

4. Which test is more child-friendly? In what way?

◎ Compare two test items and spot the differences.
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Test A
1.

The pencil is _________ the table.

2.

The watch is _________ the bag.

3.

The cap is _________ the chair.

Test B.
This is Mina’s room. She is late for school. Mina Is
looking for her belongings. You can help her to find them.
Fill in the blank with the right words.
on, in, under, at

<Example>
Mina : Where is my pencil?
You : It is on the desk.
1.

1) Mina : Where is my sock?
You : It is
the desk.
2) Mina : Where is my hat?
You : It is
the box
Handout 2
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 Activity 2: Applying Checklist & Improving Test
Aims
To enable you


To apply the checklist in analysing tests.



To improve those items which are unsuitable, using the checklist to guide you

You are going to analyse a test and then improve any test items which do not meet your
criteria.
1. Look through the test first to get on overview e.g.





What grade/level is it aimed at?
What is the purpose of the test?
What language and skills is it testing?
How child friendly is it?

2. Choose two or three items to analyse in more depth using your checklist.

3. Make notes of your findings.

4. Choose one of the test items which does not meet all of the criteria on your checklist.

5. Improve it, keeping your checklist in mind.

6. Display your revised test item on a poster. Information about:






Level of pupil
Type of Test item or task
Skills /Knowledge being tested
Criteria for marking or grading
Changes you have made and why?

Handout 3
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Testing Young Learners
Some characteristics of tests


One-off ( a single event)



Has consequences for learners (low or high stakes tests)



Assesses some aspects of a learner’s language knowledge/ skills/ ability



Selects a sample of the ability or of the language to test



Uses standard questions or tasks that all learners complete



Learners’ performance is judged according to a set of criteria, standards etc



Produces a result (e.g. marks/grades) that allow people to compare learners

Testing is one procedure used to assess learning

Tests can be used:


Informally, as part of daily teaching. The teacher discusses the answers with childr
en so they get immediate feedback that helps their learning. In this situation. Tests
are part of assessment for learning (AFL/formative).



Formally to evaluate and measure achievement at the end of term or end of year o
r end of primary school. The results are usually recorded and may affect what hap
pens to the child at the end of the year e. g. which stream they are put in or wheth
er they move up a class (AOL/summative).
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Many young learner experts argue that formal testing is not appropriate for children:
 they do not respond in the same way as adults or teenagers to a test;
 early failure may damage their self esteem;
 tests create a stressful situation.
 Children are developing rapidly and so a result about a child’s level may soon b
e out of date

But most education systems rely on tests so we have to learn how to create tests which are
more child- friendly.


Tests are part of every educational system



But tests alone – do not provide an accurate picture of children’s language ability



Need to combine with class records of progress



Need to ensure tests benefit children and provide a positive experience of English



Test design needs to be guided by the same principles as teaching young learners



Test tasks should mirror the kind of activities used in child-friendly classrooms.
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